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 Rurutu : Aroa ROOMATA ; Voltina DAUPHIN ; 

Taaria WALKER dite Pare ; Teinauri URATIATE-

NAURI ; Loriane BUCHIN 

 Rimatara : Utia TEAHI ; Julienne, Chantal, et 

Mataio HATITIO ; Fanny TEMATAHOTOA ; Kami 

PAPARA 

 Ra’ivavae : Hahamoeura OPETA dite "Natana" ; 

Philine TEPUARII ; Teura TEIPUARÎ, ép. MOE  

 Mangareva : Caroline MAMATUI ; Agnès 

PAEAMARA ; Bruneau SCHMIDT ; Otira PURUE, ép. 

ALPHONSI ; Marie GOODING 

 Rapa : Ara PUKOKI ; Tinirau Pierrot FARAIRE ; 

Moiaro TAIHOPU ; Pauro MAHITI TETAPAPA ; 

Rosine OITOKAIA ; Roniu TAUPUA ; Patira TUPU-

TUPUARIKI. 

 

Sans eux, rien n’eût été possible. 

Dans certains cas – le marangai aux Tuamotu et 

le mangarévien – il a été fait appel à des relec-

teurs, excellents connaisseurs de ces langues, afin 

d’identifier ce qui restait en usage au sein de 

données anciennes jusqu’à nous. Ma gratitude va 

envers Madame Hinano MURPHY qui a réuni ses 

tantes très âgées (Tinomano HAWAIKI ; Mahaga 

Mokio TANETEVAIORA ; Madeleine TEAVAI) pour réa-

liser ce travail. À Vahitahi, la relecture du maran-

gai et du reao fut réalisée avec Natapairu (Elisa-

beth) TAREIKIA, originaire de Reao. Celle-ci était 

établie depuis 1954 à Vahitahi, avec son mari Tu-

rupe MOKIO – lequel n’était autre que le beau-frère 

de Stimson, auteur du seul dictionnaire pa’umotu 

existant à ce jour. Monsieur Paul LABBEYIE a bien 

voulu relire toutes les données bibliographiques 

retenues pour le mangarévien, langue de ses an-

cêtres, et distinguer entre les termes encore en 

usage et ceux devenus obsolètes. Je ne saurais 

trop l’en remercier. 

Même si son extrême discrétion doit en souffrir, 

je ne peux oublier les longues et enrichissantes 

discussions échangées avec le père Christophe. 

Ces moments précieux ont aidé Jean-Michel à 

surmonter bien des incompréhensions dans les 

rapports entre les Polynésiens et nous, leurs 

compatriotes Européens. Ses encouragements 

continus m’ont aidé à garder la foi dans un travail 

qui semblait sans fin. 

Les thèmes abordés dans cet atlas incluent le 

corps humain, la vie et la santé ; la société ; les ac-

tivités humaines ; et l’environnement naturel 

(faune, flore). Tout ce travail, espérons-le, aura 

pour effet d’encourager les passionnés de langues 

et cultures polynésiennes, mais aussi les futurs 

chercheurs, à poursuivre dans la voie tracée.  

 

Jean-Michel CHARPENTIER 

Alexandre FRANÇOIS 

 

Janvier 2014  
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The idea of producing a “Linguistic Atlas of French 

Polynesia” was first conceived at the end of the 

1980s, when the University of French Polynesia 

was founded. At that time, Prof. Louise Peltzer 

was busy setting up what would later become the 

Polynesian Languages Department, and wished to 

underpin our teaching with a scientific work 

which would highlight the similarities and differ-

ences between the various languages of French 

Polynesia. 

Several years passed before this project could 

be brought to completion. In 2002, it began to 

take shape when Prof Peltzer asked the LACITO 

team (Langues et Civilisations à Tradition Orale) 

from CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche 

Scientifique), in Paris, to undertake it. Two lin-

guists of this LACITO institute accepted to coau-

thor this linguistic atlas of French Polynesia. 

Jean-Michel CHARPENTIER, author in 1982 of a 

Linguistic Atlas of South Malakula (Vanuatu), took 

up a position as a visiting academic researcher at 

the University of French Polynesia in Papeete. 

Even though a fair part of his time was taken by 

teaching and supervising obligations, he also 

found the time to work at this atlas project. He 

took up the editorial work of conceiving the atlas, 

setting up the questionnaire (semantic taxono-

my), and reading published sources. Besides, he 
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undertook numerous field trips to twenty differ-
ent locations within the vast territory of French 
Polynesia. 

Alexandre FRANÇOIS, his colleague at CNRS– 

LACITO, set out to write a programme so as to 
convert the raw linguistic data brought by Jean-
Michel, into as many maps – a total of 2253 maps, 
which then had to be generated, proofed and 
amended one by one. As his coauthor retired in 
2010, François helped write the chapters and 
translate them to English; he managed the data-
base underlying the maps, created all the indexes 
and finderlists, organised the structure of the final 
book, corresponded with the publisher, and pre-
pared a camera-ready copy of the atlas. This atlas 
is thus a team effort, reflecting the collaborative 
work between Jean-Michel and Alexandre. 

It goes without saying that a work such as this – 
because of its geographic scope, the length of time 
it has taken, and indeed its very nature, given that 
it concerns different languages and locations – 
could not have been conducted successfully with-
out the help and support, in many forms, of nu-
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This work was made possible through the fi-
nancial commitment of the University of French 
Polynesia as well as through the specific involve-
ment of the Ministry of Culture and Higher Educa-
tion in charge of promoting Polynesian languages. 
Our institute the CNRS–LACITO – through its two 
successive directors, Zlatka Guentchéva and 
François Jacquesson – kindly provided us with 
their moral, financial and technical support. Let 
them all be thanked.  

We are indebted to the academic publisher 
de Gruyter Mouton – in particular Anke Beck, Bir-
git Sievert, Uri Tadmor, Wolfgang Konwitschny – 
who kindly accepted to include this atlas among 
their already prestigious collection of linguistic 
volumes. Their generous decision, agreed with the 
University of French Polynesia, to provide the at-
las with an open access licence, will for sure enable 
the diffusion of the atlas to a much broader audi-
ence than would have been otherwise possible. 

We extend our thanks to all those who have 
been involved in this project since it began. Had it 
not been for the initiative of Madame Louise 
Peltzer, in her capacity first as Minister for Poly-
nesian Languages and Cultures, then as President 
of the University of French Polynesia, this work 
could never even have begun. She deserves our 
thanks for her understanding and tenacity in 
maintaining the project, even when numerous 
circumstances caused the composition of the final 

draft to be constantly postponed. In addition, Mr 
J.L. Tristani, Prof Peltzer’s former chief of staff and 
current secretary-general of the University, must 
also be thanked for his constant logistic and ad-
ministrative help. Similarly, we express our grati-
tude to the board of directors of the University; to 
the University’s new president Prof. Éric Conte; to 
Madame Sylvie André, the former President of the 
University, and my colleagues in the IRIDIP re-
search unit, who always gave me their trust, and 
kindly granted me the funds I needed for my field 
trips – a significant part of the department’s 
budget. 

Our thanks go to all the teachers in the Polyne-
sian Languages and Civilization Department, par-
ticularly Louise Peltzer and Vahi Sylvia Richaud, 
for their valuable help in the preparation of the 
Tahitian questionnaire. A special mention also 
goes to Prof. Bruno Saura, whose erudition in 
providing answers to our numerous questions re-
lating to anthropology spared us from long and 
tedious library searches. 

A fair part of our efforts were devoted to pro-
ducing a book fully accessible to the two major 
scientific languages, French and English. Suzanne 
Laczka, teacher of English at the University of 
French Polynesia, generously volunteered to take 
care of part of the translation, for free. We hope 
that the Tupuna appreciate her help, and send her 
some of their mana. As the French text of chapters 
and maps grew in volume, we also turned to 
Brenda François to produce the final English 
translation. Without these two talented transla-
tors, the book could not have reached its final 
form so early.  

For the important contributions they have made 
to this work – proofreading, corrections, various 
comments – we express our deepest gratitude to 
Pitu Ateni, Marie-Christine Delajoud, Miriama 
Marurai Vaitoare, Voltina Roomataaroa-Dauphin, 
Bruno Saura, Léonne Tetuamanuhiri, Sylvia 
Tuheiava-Richaud, Mary Walworth, Mirose Paia et 
Jacques Vernaudon. Special thanks are due to 
Owen Edwards, who helped immensely in the fi-
nal production and proofreading of the maps 
themselves; and to Mark Donohue, who made that 
collaboration possible.  

As for the contents of the maps themselves, this 
atlas owes much to the Tahitian and Marquesan 
Academies, and also to cultural associations of the 
Tuamotu (Te Reo o te Tuamotu, and its President 
Jean Kape), the Gambier, and the Austral archi-
pelagos. Fieldwork surveys were greatly facili-
tated by the many tavana (mayors) in the islands, 
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by allowing this type of research to be carried out 

in their municipalities – in some cases even offer-

ing the use of municipal buildings – and recom-

mending some local knowledgeable elders as the 

best language consultants. I hope (and this is 

Jean-Michel speaking) that the publication of this 

atlas will suffice to express my gratitude towards 

them. 

As for the fieldwork proper, even with the best 

will in the world I would be unable to mention all 

those who helped me. Their contributions ranged 

from the odd hastily collected detail to the long 

and fastidious filling in of a very demanding sur-

vey questionnaire. They cannot all be listed, but 

they are all to be thanked. For each survey loca-

tion, let us cite here at least the principal consult-

ants: 

 Nuku Hiva: Yvonne KATUPA; Alphonse PUETINI; 

Taiaokuioto TEKUATAOA; Temaukatuo’o 

TEKUATOA dit ‘aro 

 Ua Huna: Maurice ROOTUEHINE; Delphine 

TAIAAPU, née ROOTUEHINE 

 Ua Pou: BRUNEAU dit Mate; Antoinette DUCHEK, 

née KOHUMOETINI; Georges TEIKIEHUUPOKO 

 Hiva Oa: Tahiatohani UTIPUTONA dite Mama 

Romea; Tea’iki Mathias TOHETIAATUA 

 Tahuata: Tehaumate TETAHIOTUPA 

 Fatu Hiva: Léonie KAMIA; Leonie VAKI; 

Emmanuel GILMORE 

 Maupiti: Harold RAUFAUORE; Jeffrey TAMATI; 

Maui TAUVIRAI; Frida TEURURAI; Lana TUHEIVA 

 Takapoto/Takaroa: Mariau RUA; Mariauri 

RUAHUTIHUTI; Marguerite TEMAIHANGA 

 Napuka: Taevarangi Marau ARAI; Makoariki 

MAEVA; Fasan CHONG 

 Fangatau: Enere TOROMIRO; Korenerio 

TOROMIRO; TAHAIA épouse VAHINE, dite Mama 

Kerekere 

 Makemo: Kapea, Ioane MAI’IAI; Louise 

MARITITERANGI; Maehanganui MARITITERANGI 

dit Tiave; Terahireva MARITITERANGI dit Toto 

 Anaa: Rosalie OMERAN; Léonie Tegahe 

TEATOOTETIARE; Tepaia’a TUHOE 

 Tatakoto: Tepeva Huritua Joseph TAORAU; 

Teamoetere TEARIKI; Tahuka TEANO; Punariki 

FENUAITI 

 Amanu: Teuira Taniera GANAHOA; Maruia 

Teiorourou PUTARATARA; Tutepeariki 

Tepoufare TEHIVA; Christine ARAKINO 

 Reao: Taiopu TEANO; Tevahinetuia TEHAO; 

Fanau TEAKA; Moiaru TAIHOPU; Tetapapa 

Pauro MAHITI 

 Tureia: Maro Paea TEROKI; Madeleine Petano 

BRENDER; Haroatea TEHINA 

 Rurutu: Aroa ROOMATA; Voltina DAUPHIN; 

Taaria WALKER dite Pare; Teinauri URATIA-

TENAURI; Loriane BUCHIN 

 Rimatara: Utia TEAHI; Julienne, Chantal, et 

Mataio HATITIO; Fanny TEMATAHOTOA; Kami 

PAPARA 

 Ra’ivavae: Hahamoeura OPETA dite "Natana"; 

Philine TEPUARII; Teura MOE, née TEIPUARÎ 

 Mangareva: Caroline MAMATUI; Agnès 

PAEAMARA; Bruneau SCHMIDT; Otira PURUE 

 Rapa: Ara PUKOKI; Tinirau Pierrot FARAIRE; 

Moiaro TAIHOPU; Pauro MAHITI TETAPAPA; 

Rosine OITOKAIA; Roniu TAUPUA; Patira TUPU-

TUPUARIKI. 

Without these people, nothing would have been 

possible. 

In certain cases (Marangai in the Tuamotus and 

Mangarevan), I asked some highly knowledgeable 

speakers to help me distinguish, in earlier publi-

cations, what words were still in use from what 

had faded out already. My gratitude goes out to 

Madame Hinano MURPHY who brought her very 

elderly aunts together (Tinomano HAWAIKI, 

Mahaga Mokio TANETEVAIORA, Madeleine TEAVAI) in 

order to carry out this work. Mr Paul LABBEYIE was 

kind enough to go through all the bibliographic 

data found for Mangarevan, the language of his 

ancestors; I cannot thank him enough for this.  

I shall not forget the long and rewarding discus-

sions exchanged with Father Christopher. These 

precious moments helped me overcome many 

cultural misunderstandings between the Polyne-

sians and us Europeans. His permanent encour-

agements helped me keep faith in a project which 

was sometimes feeling endless. 

This subjects addressed in this book include the 

human body, life and health ; society ; traditional 

techniques and activities, and finally the physical 

environment (flora and fauna). The work so far 

accomplished should, we hope, encourage enthu-

siasts of Polynesian languages and cultures – in-

cluding future generations of researchers – to 

continue along the path. 

 

Jean-Michel CHARPENTIER 

Alexandre FRANÇOIS 

 

January 2014 

 




